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Political Selection of Federal Reserve
Bank Cities

Jac C. Heckelman and John H. Wood

Abstract The Federal Reserve Act (1913) established the Reserve Board Organi-
zation Committee (RBOC) to determine the number and location of Federal Reserve
districts and Reserve banks. Some scholars argue that the decisions were politically
motivated but direct econometric evidence is lacking. A regression model utilizing
solely political variables correctly predicts 11 of the 12 selected cities; the exception
being Cleveland’s selection over Cincinnati. Our results present direct evidence of
the importance of political determinants for RBOC selection.

6.1 Introduction

[I]t is the purpose of the committee, in each one of the cities visited, to ask the
representatives of the bankers and businessmen who may attend, what their opinion is, not
only with respect to their particular city and . . . the territory contiguous to that city which
should be placed in the district, but also . . . what is their best judgment as to the number of
districts into which the country as a whole should be divided.
The question has to be approached in a very broad and patriotic spirit. . . . Of course, we
all understand the very natural local pride which every community has and which prompts
it to use every legitimate endeavor to secure one of the headquarters of these banks, but
when you take into consideration that no matter where the headquarters bank is to be, there
will be branch banks established in all important cities of the district, for that reason the
headquarters is not of such supreme importance as some people are inclined to believe.
When the system is fully organized and the branches are established in all the important
localities, the facilities of the system will, of course, be readily accessible to all parts of the
district. I do not mean by that to say that the headquarters itself is not a matter of very great
importance; it is a matter of the greatest importance. The committee wants all the light it
can get from bankers and businessmen and others interested, and it is for that reason that
we have determined to have these hearings throughout the country.
Secretary of the Treasury William G. McAdoo, chairman of the Reserve Bank Organization
Committee (1914a), before taking testimony, New York City, Jan 5, 1914 (emphasis added)
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136 J. C. Heckelman and J. H. Wood

The origins of the Federal Reserve have attracted attention recently because
of its centennial in 2013, as well as the remarkable innovations in its policies
during and since the Great Recession of 2007–2009 (Bordo and Roberds 2013;
Selgin et al. 2012; Romer and Romer 2013). Of special interest have been the
determinants of the Fed’s structure, how well that structure has served its purposes,
and whether intellectual, technological, and geographic developments have made
revisions desirable. Our paper addresses the first question.

The Federal Reserve Act of 1913 provided for a Reserve Bank Organization
Committee (RBOC) to determine the number of districts (up to a maximum of
twelve), district boundaries, and particular cities to host each district’s reserve bank.
The RBOC stated that its determination of reserve districts and cities gave “full
consideration to the important factors,” including (1) The ability of the member
banks within the district to provide the capital required by law, (2) The mercantile,
industrial, and financial connections existing in each district and the relations
between the various portions of each district and its reserve city, (3) The probable
ability of the Federal Reserve bank to meet the legitimate demands of business,
whether normal or abnormal, in accordance with the spirit and provisions of the
Federal Reserve Act, (4) The fair and equitable division of capital among districts,
(5) The general geographical situation of the district, transportation lines, and
communications facilities between the Reserve banks and all portions of the district,
and (6) The growth of the district (Reserve Bank Organization Committee 1914b,
pp. 3–4).

Perhaps reflecting the contradictions in Chairman McAdoo’s statement above
(particularly the italicized portions) regarding the importance of selected cities,
some observers conclude the selections were economic (Odell and Weiman 1998;
McAvoy 2006, 2012; Jaremski and Wheelock 2017), while others stress the
importance of politics (Willis 1923; Miller and Genc 2002; Binder and Spindel
2013).

McAvoy (2006), Binder and Spindel (2013), and Jaremski and Wheelock (2017)
conduct regression analyses on the cities which applied for Fed selection. McAvoy’s
political model performs poorly, incorrectly predicting several cities, and so he
rejects the importance of any political effect. As explained in detail below, we
believe his methodology is biased because it relied on only state-level data even
though several states had multiple applicant cities. Binder and Spindel support a
political influence model but their evidence is indirect. Their direct political measure
is also state-level, and statistically insignificant. Their only evidence for political
influence is that the coefficient on a regional dummy for the south is positive and
significant, indicating that southern cities were more likely to be selected than cities
from other regions. Yet, as they note, this could be either consistent with favoritism
toward a region which was strongly Democratic, or a desire by the RBOC to counter
the more limited credit in the South. Similarly, Jaremski and Wheelock’s political
variables are also state-level. We show local-level political variables are significantly
correlated with city selection, lending greater support to a political influence model.

The selections made may have had unintended consequences. Specific city
selection may not matter much for Fed policy coordination, but policy preferences
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6 Political Selection of Federal Reserve Bank Cities 137

may differ among bank presidents and therefore policy outcomes may be affected by
the location of the city in which the president resides. For example, bank presidents
are expected to represent their regional (district) interests when voting on FOMC
open market operations but they may be more attuned to local (city) economic
conditions. Gildea (1992) explains that even though bank presidents are fully briefed
on district conditions, they are bombarded by media stories which are “likely to be
more local in nature”, and finds that local variables better explain FOMC voting
than do state or district level variables. Similarly, regional policy for Fed bank credit
may depend on city or state conditions more so than overall district conditions when
shocks are localized. This may have been especially important in the early days of
the Fed when district information would have been less precise and slower to obtain.
Local economic conditions near where the bank happened to be located may have
been, in the face of uncertainty, extrapolated to represent the district as a whole.
Thus, the decision on how Fed cities were selected may have had the unintended
effect of affecting future monetary policy aside from any considerations regarding
alleged efficiency of the new system. The problems of selection are therefore
compounded if modern monetary policy is disproportionately directed by the needs
of cities which were selected largely on the basis of political factors. We seek to
determine to what extent RBOC city selection can indeed be predicted by political
variables.

The paper is organized as follows. Section 6.2 identifies the functions of Reserve
banks. Aside from personal preferences and politics, their locations should be
those most productive of their purposes. Regression analysis in Sect. 6.3 indicates
that political variables predict all but one of the cities selected by the RBOC.
Specifically, our model predicts that Cincinnati better meets the political criteria
consistent with selection of the other cities than does Cleveland, the city actually
selected. The final section presents a summary.

6.2 Background

Decentralization was a condition of an American central (the very word was an
epithet hurled at opponents’ proposals) bank in 1913, although Congress left much
of its application to a special committee and the Federal Reserve itself (Glass 1927,
pp. 100, 167, 239; Wicker 2005, p. x). The Federal Reserve Act provided for a
RBOC “to designate not less than eight nor more than twelve . . . Federal reserve
cities,” to be located in corresponding districts “apportioned with due regard to
the convenience and customary course of business and shall not necessarily be
coterminous with any State or States. The districts thus created may be readjusted
and new districts may from time to time be created by the Federal Reserve Board,
not to exceed twelve in all. The determination [of the RBOC] shall not be subject to
review except by the Federal Reserve Board when organized” (Sec. 2).

The Board consisted of the Secretary of the Treasury and the Comptroller of
the Currency, ex officio, and five members appointed by the president for rotating
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138 J. C. Heckelman and J. H. Wood

ten-year terms (Sec. 10). Federal Reserve credit was the joint responsibility of
the Board and the Reserve Banks. The Fed’s main tools of monetary policy were
initially the Reserve Bank discount rates, chosen subject to the Board’s approval, at
which it lent to member banks. Since World War II, Fed credit has overwhelmingly
consisted of purchases of government securities as decided by the Federal Open
Market Committee (FOMC) composed of the Board and a minority of Reserve
Bank presidents.1 The RBOC consisted of the Secretary of the Treasury in the chair
(William G. McAdoo), the Secretary of Agriculture (David F. Houston), and the
Comptroller of the Currency (J. Skelton Williams), all southern democrats, one of
whom, the chairman, was politically ambitious.

The number and locations of Federal Reserve districts and banks were contro-
versial. One proposal included forty-eight (one per state), or more if necessary to
maintain personal relations between Reserve and member bankers. Any bank was
to be no more distant than an overnight’s train ride so that the representative of
a bank threatened by a run could take commercial paper by train to the Reserve
city and wire that he had cashed sufficient securities to meet depositors’ demands.
The Republicans’ United Reserve Bank and Aldrich plans had 20 and 15 branches,
respectively. In contrast, New York banker Paul Warburg testified to the RBOC
that eight Reserve banks were too many, believing that for administrative purposes
they should be few and close to New York and Washington. The November 1915
report of the Federal Reserve Board Committee on Redistricting proposed reducing
the number of Reserve Banks from 12 to 8 or 9, but the attorney-general gave
the opinion that this was beyond the powers of the Fed. Others argued that a few
large Reserve banks would limit the power of New York, which would dominate
a system of many small districts. Carter Glass’s (Chair of the House Banking
and Currency Committee) initial proposal mandated 20 reserve banks. This was
changed in committee to a minimum of 12 and a maximum of 20. The Senate
wanted fewer and the conference committee settled on a maximum of 12 and a
minimum of 8. As indicated above, the final Act assumed the RBOC would choose
fewer than the maximum (Timberlake 1978, p. 193; Weyforth 1933, pp. 18–20;
Warburg 1930, pp. 759–791).

Secretary Houston (1926, p. 103) recalled the RBOC’s “difficulty in arranging
more than eight or nine strong districts and yet I felt that, since the law permitted
twelve, it might be better . . . to fix that number and be done with it.” This accorded
with the view of Secretary McAdoo (1931, p. 258), who “saw early in our
investigation that twelve Reserve Banks [were] better than eight.” “There can be
little doubt,” McAdoo’s biographer wrote, “that political exigencies dictated the
creation of a full complement of twelve districts . . . ; to establish fewer would

1The Federal Reserve Act of 1913 provided that the governor and vice governor were to be
appointed by the president from among the Board’s members. The Banking Act of 1935 revised
the Board by dropping the Secretary and the Comptroller, and providing for seven members, all
called governors and appointed for 14-year terms. It also formalized the FOMC, with a majority
from the Board (seven, with five Reserve Bank presidents), but otherwise left the structure of the
Federal Reserve unchanged.
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6 Political Selection of Federal Reserve Bank Cities 139

have split the party. . . . The final decision on number and locations was apparently
made at a conference” of RBOC members and Colonel Edward House (of Texas),
Wilson’s chief political advisor (Broesamle 1973, p. 120).

Except for the first of the six criteria the RBOC gave for its determining factors,2

none of the RBOC’s criteria was specific, and it was accused of rationalizing
selections by inconsistent criteria.3 Several selections were criticized for apparent
personal or political influence. Missouri, the only state with two Reserve cities,
had two Democratic senators; five of the twelve Reserve cities were located in
the solid (Democratic) south, with less than a third of the nation’s population (and
falling); Richmond, with obvious personal connections, was not thought a strong
candidate before it launched a vigorous campaign and pulled influence away from
the northeast (Willis 1923; Binder and Spindel 2013).4

A competing explanation was based on economics, especially geography and
communications, as indicated by factors 2, 5, and 6 (McAvoy 2006; Jaremski
and Wheelock 2017), although their contributions to monetary policy were not
made clear. The RBOC asked bankers about the extents to which their preferred
cities were “pre-eminently the business and financial center of the district as you
have laid it out,” although many banks had closer relations with distant money-
center correspondents than with candidate Reserve cities in what became their Fed
districts.5 The New York Reserve bank’s Benjamin Strong later stated that monetary
policy decisions were based on the portfolios of New York and Chicago commercial
banks.6

Bank appeals from the RBOC’s decisions indicated their preferences for existing
relations: banks in northern New Jersey and western Connecticut asked to move
from the Philadelphia and Boston districts to the New York district; northern-
Wisconsin and Michigan upper-peninsula banks from the Minneapolis to the
Chicago district; Oklahoma banks from the Dallas to the Kansas City district;
northwestern West Virginia banks from the Richmond to the Cleveland (Pittsburgh
branch) district; and banks in southern Louisiana from the Dallas to the Atlanta

2The first action, from Section 2 of the Federal Reserve Act, required every national bank to
subscribe to the capital stock of its Federal Reserve bank a sum equal to 6% of its own capital.
3C.H. Sloan, Republican congressman from Nebraska said the process lacked systematic, objective
selection criteria. In some instances “the size of the cities did not control”; similarly with “the
lines of transportation and the course of business, population, and banking preferences.” “I do not
know a single basis or rule that controlled in one case which has controlled in another. [P]olitics
[favoritism] must have had something to do with it” (U.S. Congress 1914, p. 6441). See also
McAvoy (2006).
4It has been noted that Willis’ 1923 explanation of location choices emphasized politics more than
his 1914 explanation, written while he was employed by the Federal Reserve (Hammes 2001).
5On New York and Cincinnati, see Reserve Bank Organization Committee (1914a, pp. 83, 4360–
4364).
6The “Strong rule” is discussed by Chandler (1958, p. 240).
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Fig. 6.1 Map of original (1913) Federal Reserve districts and cities. Source: Reserve Bank
Organization Committee (1914b)

(New Orleans branch) district (see Fig. 6.1). Most requests were granted. Denied
were those from Michigan’s upper-peninsula and Nebraska and Wyoming to move
to the Chicago district (Federal Reserve Board 1915).

Moving required reserves to the new Reserve banks did not mean new working
relations. The coming of the Federal Reserve did not reduce correspondent banking
between money-center and interior banks (Brown 1930; Watkins 1929). A lender of
last resort might have worked through correspondent relations independent of the
necessarily artificial Fed districts.

The concept of Optimal Currency Areas has also been discussed (Beckworth
2010; Rockoff 2003; Miller and Genc 2002). Congressman Carter Glass stated in
his presentation of the Federal Reserve bill that “Each member bank is to deal
directly with its regional reserve bank in securing rediscounts . . . . While subject
to limited control by the Federal Reserve Board, the regional reserve bank is given
an independent status as well as exceedingly important functions. It has the initiative
in fixing rates of discount within its territory and the exclusive determination
of the amount of paper to be rediscounted for member banks” (U.S. Congress
1913, p. 4645). Yet, the regional independence of monetary policies is limited in
a common currency (dollar) area. The impact of easy money in a Fed district is
diffused over a wider area and nineteenth-century panics had nationwide effects
(Sprague 1910). Correspondent banking that made for a national currency and credit
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6 Political Selection of Federal Reserve Bank Cities 141

system was well-developed in the nineteenth century, as were clearinghouses, and
the Fed’s bank regulation was a redundant addition to existing state and national
regulations (Watkins 1929; Brown 1930; White 2013).

Legislators and the RBOC were not constrained by economic relations, however,
and our interest is in their reasons for Reserve bank locations. Selection of Federal
Reserve cities was clearly more political than economic. Actually, it would seem
that none of the alleged economic factors is a persuasive reason for the Fed bank
locations. The size and recent growth of a city, its mercantile, industrial, and
financial development, and its transportation and communications lines might be
correlated with financial flows, but they are not determining. The cure for an
inelastic currency, as Thornton (1802) and Bagehot (1873) wrote, is the assurance
that cash is and will continue to be accessible. This is more than bailing out specific
banks, which is definitely not a solution. Solution of a cash shortage (usually caused
by hoarding because of fears of a future shortage) means getting money into the
pipeline, along with the assurance that there is more from where that came. Such
a policy was already available through correspondent networks that connected the
money centers with each other and the rest of the country. Putting a Federal Reserve
Bank in a city with correspondent relations (meaning everywhere) was redundant,
although it might have been thought that increases in cash might be more assured by
the Federal Reserve than the profit-constrained Bank of England. In fact, the reverse
occurred as the Fed became more interested in the equity positions of particular
banks than of cash in the system (Schwartz 1992; McKinley 2012; Wood 2015).
Bank desires for nearby Fed banks might have had their origins in the hope of such
special treatment.

Membership in the Federal Reserve System was mandatory for the nearly
7500 national banks, but they could get around this requirement by switching
their charters to join the 20,000 state-chartered banks for whom participation
was voluntary. In practice, most banks preferred state charters, and most of those
eschewed Fed membership (choices which still prevail). The selection of particular
cities, therefore, virtually required a political (popular) solution dependent on bank
preferences to entice membership in the new system.

Harold Reed (1922, p. 18) called the federal system a “politically clever” way
to secure a central bank. Since its very conception and every succeeding step in
the Fed’s development had involved political compromise, particularly between
populists and money center banks, it would have been surprising if Reserve bank
locations had not been more of the same (Kolko 2008, pp. 217–254; Wood 2005,
pp. 156–166). Reserve cities could be chosen simply on political grounds because,
given communications technology and interbank relations, even in 1913, the
effectiveness of monetary policy was independent of the economic characteristics
of cities, particularly in light of branches which performed many of the same
functions (especially check-clearing) and had many of the same powers (such
as rediscounting) as the headquarters Reserve banks. Specific policy preferences,
however, are highly dependent on localized city conditions (Gildea 1992).
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6.3 Regression Analysis

McAvoy (2006) represents the first quantitative attempt (specifically, regression
analysis) to study the determinants of the RBOC’s selections. Related work was
followed by Binder and Spindel (2013) and Jaremski and Wheelock (2017).
McAvoy creates a political model and when it performs poorly, rejects it in favor of
an economic model. We take issue with his interpretation and show his methodology
is biased against the political model. Our alterations to the political model suggest
it performs much better than McAvoy allows, and successfully predicts 11 of the 12
selected cities, except for the choice of Cleveland over Cincinnati. This is somewhat
ironic in that the choice of Cleveland is widely understood to be political in nature
(Miller and Genc 2002).

McAvoy (2006) considers the 37 cities that applied for Reserve Bank status.
A dummy dependent variable is created to indicate which of the sample cities
were selected. McAvoy then develops a “political model” by arguing that the
political motivation would be to award locations based on partisan influence from
the Democratic Party or from the House or Senate Banking Committee. These are
measured by the number of senators from the city’s state that are Democrats, the
number of representatives from the city’s state that are Democrats, and an indicator
variable for whether or not the city’s state had representation on either the House
or Senate Banking Committees. Data values for these variables are presented in
Table 6.1. The 12 selected cities are in bold, and assigned the value of one for the
dependent variable; the remaining 25 cities are assigned the value of zero. Note that
some states, in particular Ohio, Pennsylvania, Georgia, Alabama, Missouri, Texas,
and Washington, had multiple cities petition. Only Missouri became a state with
multiple cities selected.

Table 6.2 presents marginal impact estimates from logit analysis using robust
standard errors. In column (I) we replicate McAvoy’s model. Estimates differ
slightly but the overall interpretation is similar. As found by McAvoy, the overall fit
is poor (measured here by the McFadden R-Squared) and only the House variable is
even marginally significant. Predicted values of selecting each city are presented in
Table 6.3. There are several “incorrect” cities in the top 12; Cincinnati, Columbus,
Pittsburgh, Fort Worth, and Houston are included while the true selections of San
Francisco, Minneapolis, Atlanta, and Richmond are left out. The list of predicted
selected cities matches McAvoy except his estimates also failed to include Boston.
Based on these results, McAvoy rejects the political model.

There is a serious flaw in this methodology. The specification only includes state
level variables to predict selected cities. Because several states have multiple cities
in the sample, the model is misspecified. Note that every city incorrectly predicted
to be selected is from the same state in which a city was correctly predicted to be
selected. In other words, in order to correctly predict the selection of Cleveland, the
other Ohio cities of Cincinnati and Columbus must also be predicted to be selected.
The same is true for Fort Worth and Houston due to the correct prediction of Dallas
being selected. Furthermore, in order to predict correctly that St. Paul would not
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6 Political Selection of Federal Reserve Bank Cities 143

Table 6.1 Data

City State District Senate House Banking Votes

Boston MA 1 0 8 1 291

New York NY 2 1 31 1 673

Philadelphia PA 3 0 12 1 509

Pittsburgh PA 4 0 12 1 355

Cincinnati OH 4 1 19 1 301

Cleveland OH 4 1 19 1 112

Columbus OH 4 1 19 1 64

Wheeling WV 4 1 2 0 0

Washington DC 5 0 0 0 28

Baltimore MD 5 2 6 0 141

Richmond VA 5 2 9 0 170

Charlotte NC 5 2 10 0 19

Columbia SC 5 2 7 1 0

New Orleans LA 6 2 7 0 51

Atlanta GA 6 2 12 0 124

Savannah GA 6 2 12 0 24

Birmingham AL 6 2 10 0 55

Montgomery AL 6 2 10 0 4

Chattanooga TN 6 2 8 0 11

Chicago IL 7 1 20 1 908

St. Louis MO 8 2 14 1 302

Louisville KY 8 1 9 0 116

Memphis TN 8 2 8 0 16

Minneapolis MN 9 0 1 1 413

St. Paul MN 9 0 1 1 95

Denver CO 10 2 4 1 136

Kansas City MO 10 2 14 1 497

Omaha NE 10 1 3 1 220

Lincoln NE 10 1 3 1 22

Dallas TX 11 2 18 1 247

Houston TX 11 2 18 1 97

Fort Worth TX 11 2 18 1 85

San Francisco CA 12 0 3 1 259

Seattle WA 12 0 0 0 40

Portland OR 12 2 0 0 75

Salt Lake City UT 12 0 0 0 31

Spokane WA 12 0 0 0 30

Note: Selected cities, and the states they are in, are bolded. Senate is the number of Democrats
representing the state in the Senate and House is the number of Democrats from the state in the
House of Representatives; Banking is a dummy variable indicating if the state is represented on the
Senate Banking Committee; Votes indicates the number of first place votes from a poll of national
banks
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Table 6.2 Logit analysis for selected cities

(I) (II) (III) (IV)

Constant −2.03 −3.35 −42.59 −116.06

(−2.49) −(2.37) (−2.02) (−2.55)

Democratic senators −0.096 −0.515 −0.008 1.80e−5

(−0.98) (−1.83) (−0.58) (2.06)

Democratic representatives 0.022 0.139 0.0008 7.65e−6

(1.82) (2.39) (0.44) (2.87)

Banking committee 0.240 0.470 −0.010 0.002

(1.30) (2.01) (−0.68) (3.54)

First place votes 0.052 2.38e−5

(1.87) (3.58)

County votes for Wilson 0.062 0.0001

(1.94) (2.10)

Predict City State City City

District dummies? No No No Yes

N 37 25 37 33

Mean, Dependent variable 0.324 0.440 0.324 0.265

McFadden R-Squared 0.202 0.646 0.637 0.778

Note: Slopes estimate at means (except for constant) with robust z-statistics in parentheses

be selected the model forces Minneapolis to be incorrectly predicted not to be
selected. Similarly, Atlanta cannot be correctly predicted to be selected if Savannah
is correctly predicted not to be selected. Because the model cannot distinguish cities
in the same state, it cannot accurately predict the 12 selections. McAvoy’s political
model fails by construction.7

Because the political model relies exclusively on state-level data, it is better
suited to predict which states receive a Federal Reserve bank, rather than which
particular cities are selected. McAvoy’s cursory description of possible political
motivations, found in his footnote 6, explains the potential selection of various
cities based on a prominent Democrat being from that state. Yet if this were the
true rationale, then it would not matter which particular city in the state received
the preferential treatment. For example, McAvoy explains that President Wilson
being from Virginia is one reason critics point to the selection of Richmond. We
acknowledge that because Richmond was the only applicant city from Virginia,
Richmond must be selected in order to reward Virginia. But this does not explain
other city selections. In the same footnote, McAvoy also notes the critique that
“Secretary Houston was formerly president of Texas A&M University, so Dallas
received a FRB.” Yet this reasoning can only explain why Texas received a
Federal Reserve Bank city, not specifically why it was Dallas. In fact, Texas A&M

7In contrast, the “economic model” McAvoy promotes uses mainly city and county-specific
independent variables, as well as twice as many total variables.
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Table 6.3 Predicted cities
from McAvoy’s model

City Probability Rank

New York* 0.887 1

Chicago* 0.706 2

Cincinnati* 0.683 3

Cleveland* 0.683 3

Columbus* 0.683 3

Philadelphia* 0.620 6

Pittsburgh 0.620 6

Dallas* 0.547 8

Fort Worth* 0.547 8

Houston* 0.547 8

Boston* 0.515 11

Kansas City* 0.439 12

St. Louis* 0.439 12

San Francisco* 0.382 14

Minneapolis* 0.333 15

St. Paul* 0.333 15

Omaha 0.278 17

Lincoln 0.278 17

Columbia* 0.269 19

Denver 0.211 20

Louisville 0.117 21

Atlanta* 0.156 22

Savannah* 0.156 22

Charlotte 0.130 24

Birmingham 0.130 24

Montgomery 0.130 24

Richmond 0.118 27

Seattle 0.116 28

Spokane 0.116 28

Salt Lake City 0.116 28

Washington 0.116 28

Chattanooga 0.107 32

Memphis 0.107 32

New Orleans 0.097 34

Wheeling 0.092 35

Baltimore 0.088 36

Portland 0.048 37

Note: * indicates highest probability
in the district; italics indicates actual
reserve bank city with less than the
highest probability in its district. Proba-
bilities based on column (I) of Table 6.2
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146 J. C. Heckelman and J. H. Wood

University is located closer to the applicant city of Houston than to Dallas (or
Fort Worth). Similarly, McAvoy suggests that one reason critics give for Atlanta
being selected is because Chairman McAdoo was born in Georgia. Yet, Savannah
could also have been selected for this purpose. Thus, McAvoy’s presented political
motivations (which he wishes to dismiss) are better suited for predicting states than
cities.

The 37 applicant cities represent 25 distinct states. To test the state political
model, we create a new binary dependent variable indicating whether that state
contained a selected Federal Reserve city. (These are bolded in the second column
of Table 6.1.) Logit estimates using the state dependent variable are presented in
column (II) of Table 6.2.

The state model performs much better than the city model. The number of
Democrats in the House representing a district in that state and someone from
the state on the Senate or House Banking committees are statistically significant
at better than 1%, and the overall model fit increases by more than three-fold. As
shown in Table 6.4, 10 of the 11 states are correctly predicted,8 with only Kentucky
being incorrectly predicted instead of Virginia. The probability of Kentucky being
selected, though, is below that of Missouri which was also predicted, and Kentucky’s
lone city applicant of Louisville is in the same district (8) as St Louis. No state is
predicted to be among the top 11 for district 5. The highest probability, though, for
any state within the fifth district is South Carolina, rather than the actual selected
bank in Virginia (Richmond). Thus district 5 is still incorrectly predicted even on
a district-by-district selection basis. Note that in the state model, Ohio is correctly
predicted for district 4 as the distinction between Cleveland versus Cincinnati or
Columbus becomes irrelevant. Indeed, if the political model is designed to test if the
RBOC was influenced by Democrats from Ohio (or any other states) then rewarding
Ohio occurs regardless of which Ohio city is selected.

Ultimately, though, we wish to predict selected cities rather than just the states.
We therefore need to supplement McAvoy’s political model specification with local
level variables, to be able to distinguish among cities within a given state. We do
this two ways. First, we consider the RBOC’s desire to reward a city based on
support for the Democratic Party by including the logged county vote share for
Woodrow Wilson in the 1912 presidential election.9 Second, we consider political
influence from the bankers by including the logged number of votes a city received.
To gauge bank preferences, two polls had been taken of the 7471 national banks
which would become part of the new Federal Reserve System (Gerena 2007).10

First, banks were instructed to list from 8 to 12 potential cities for selection. The

8Recall that both Kansas City and St. Louis are Federal Reserve cities, so the 12 cities represent
11 different states.
9County votes are taken from Dave Leip’s Atlas of U.S. Presidential Elections. In some cases,
cities are not part of any county and the votes represent the city total exclusively. In all other cases,
county level is the lowest level of aggregation available.
10The Federal Reserve Act made Fed membership of the more than 19,000 state banks voluntary,
and few initially joined (Federal Reserve Board 1959, pp. 41–45).
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Table 6.4 Predicted states State Probability Rank

NY* 1.000 1

IL* 0.999 2

OH* 0.999 3

PA* 0.999 4

TX 0.999 5

MA* 0.997 6

MO* 0.991 7

CA* 0.861 8

KY 0.695 9

GA* 0.568 10

MN* 0.562 11

SC* 0.299 12

NE 0.252 13

AL 0.214 14

NC 0.214 14

VA 0.110 16

TN 0.053 17

CO 0.039 18

DC 0.034 19

UT 0.034 19

WA 0.034 19

LA 0.025 22

MD 0.011 23

WV 0.009 24

OR <0.0001 25

Note: * indicates highest
probability in the district;
italics indicates state with
actual reserve bank city
with less than the highest
probability in its district.
Probabilities based on
column (II) of Table 6.2

range listed matches the language in the Federal Reserve Bank Act because the
RBOC had not yet determined how many districts would be created. Second, banks
were told to rank their first, second, and third preferences for the city with which it
would be affiliated. These polls occurred prior to any cities officially applying for
Federal Reserve Bank city status.

The RBOC did not specify how they would tally the preference votes but the
Reserve Bank Organization Committee (1914c) presents a separate tabulation of just
first place votes from the second poll stratified by district location of the voting bank,
ignoring entirely the second and third place votes. Furthermore, Elliott’s (1914)
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report only lists vote totals for the top 29 vote-receiving cities from the first poll.11

We therefore consider city popularity by the number of first place votes from the
second poll. Vote totals for our sample cities are presented in the last column of
Table 6.1.

Although McAvoy attributes bank preferences as representing social efficiency,
there are many reasons a bank may prefer one city over another unrelated to
efficiency. We perceive banks to act in their own self-interest, and vote accordingly.
Thus banker preferences represent a special interest, and we treat bank votes as
another political variable, although distinct from partisan or legislator preferences.
Private bankers have their own regulatory preferences (interests) which can differ
from the social interest, and various studies have presented evidence of their
influence on laws, reserve requirements, and other regulations (Havrilesky 1995;
Lown and Wood 2003; Mason 2004; Heckelman and Wood 2008). They may have
also influenced the selection of cities that would be home to their regional regulators.
To the extent that those to be regulated influenced the choice of regulator, we
consider this political influence, although we note that Jaremski and Wheelock
(2017) classify bank preferences as separate from either economic or political
variables.

Logit estimates from the local-level political model using the 37 city sample
are presented in column (III) of Table 6.2, and corresponding city probabilities are
presented in Table 6.5. Both new variables have the predicted positive sign and are
borderline significant. Their inclusion more than triples the regression fit (relative to
McAvoy’s original city prediction model in column (I)) and reduces, or altogether
eliminates, significance of the state variables, further indicating a misspecification
from the original model. Examining the predicted selected cities in the first set
of columns of Table 6.5 reveals that while Dallas remains correctly predicted
to be selected, this no longer forces a predicted selection for either Houston or
Fort Worth, both of which now have probabilities below 30%. However, although
Columbus is no longer incorrectly predicted (its new independent prediction level
is 0.006), Cincinnati remains incorrectly predicted to be selected, and with greater
probability of selection than Cleveland. Overall, the model correctly predicts 10 of
the 12 Federal Reserve cities, a significant improvement over McAvoy’s original
model which used only state level data. Richmond jumps to over a 90% probability
of selection, and Minneapolis also climbs to a roughly 75% chance of selection
and is now safely in the top 12. However, St. Louis and Cleveland fall out, with
Cleveland being an especially surprising selection under this model, with only a
7.6% probability of selection.

In defending its decisions to Congress, the RBOC compared selected cities
against alternative cities in the same district. This would tend to suggest that

11Los Angeles received the 25th highest total but ultimately did not apply to become a Reserve
Bank city and is not part of our sample. Seattle was the last listed city with 98 votes. Thus the
remaining nine applicant cities in our sample could have received anywhere from zero to 97 votes.
None of them were selected by the RBOC.
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Table 6.5 Predicted cities when including 1912 presidential election votes and bank votes

No fixed effect included District fixed effect included

City Probability Rank City Probability Rank

New York* 0.999 1 Boston* Automatic 1

Chicago* 0.993 2 New York* Automatic 1

Kansas City* 0.982 3 Philadelphia* Automatic 1

Dallas* 0.966 4 Chicago* Automatic 1

Richmond* 0.920 5 Kansas City* 0.999 5

Boston* 0.892 6 San Francisco* 0.999 6

Philadelphia* 0.855 7 St. Louis* 0.999 7

San Francisco* 0.803 8 Richmond* 0.988 8

Cincinnati* 0.798 9 Atlanta* 0.890 9

Minneapolis* 0.758 10 Dallas* 0.843 10

Atlanta* 0.678 11 Cincinnati* 0.756 11

Pittsburgh 0.475 12 Minneapolis* 0.478 12

St. Louis* 0.454 13 St. Paul 0.252 13

Omaha 0.392 14 Cleveland 0.233 14

Fort Worth 0.262 15 Fort Worth 0.145 15

Houston 0.231 16 Savannah 0.106 16

Baltimore 0.178 17 Charlotte 0.012 17

Louisville 0.143 18 Houston 0.012 18

Cleveland 0.076 19 Columbus 0.011 19

Denver 0.045 20 Birmingham 0.004 20

Birmingham 0.038 21 New Orleans <0.001 21

New Orleans 0.037 22 Columbia <0.001 22

St. Paul 0.013 23 Memphis <0.001 23

Columbus 0.006 24 Louisville <0.001 24

Savannah 0.003 25 Portland <0.001 25

Portland 0.002 26 Montgomery <0.001 26

Charlotte 0.001 27 Denver <0.001 27

Seattle <0.001 28 Baltimore <0.001 28

Memphis <0.001 29 Omaha <0.001 29

Spokane <0.001 30 Pittsburgh <0.001 30

Salt Lake City <0.001 31 Lincoln <0.001 31

Lincoln <0.001 32 Chattanooga <0.001 32

Chattanooga <0.001 33 Spokane <0.001 33

Montgomery <0.001 34 Seattle <0.001 34

Columbia <0.001 35 Salt Lake City <0.001 35

Wheeling <0.001 36 Wheeling <0.001 36

Washington <0.001 37 Washington <0.001 37

Note: * Indicates highest probability in the district; italics indicates actual reserve bank city with
less than the highest probability in its district. Probabilities based on columns (III) and (IV) from
Table 6.2
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districts were first determined and then representative cities within each district
were selected. If so, then basing predictions off the highest 12 probabilities would
be problematic, leaving district 8 unrepresented. The asterisks next to city names
in Table 6.5 indicate the highest probabilities of cities in each district. Although
Pittsburgh is incorrectly predicted to be one of the twelve (albeit <50%), its
probability falls below that of Cincinnati. Under the constraint of only one city
per pre-determined district, then St. Louis would be predicted for district 8 (above
Louisville and Memphis) and only Cincinnati over Cleveland for district 5 remains
in error.

Finally, rather than comparing probabilities for cities separately in each district
after the estimates are determined, we alter the specification to directly take into
account the district boundaries by including a set of district dummies. Estimates
then reflect differences in probability relative to other cities in the same district.
Note that once district boundaries are set, the RBOC’s hands are tied when it comes
to districts 1, 2, 3, and 7 as there is only one applicant city for each of these
districts. Including district dummies simply drops them out of the regression. This
is an important consideration. If the RBOC was in essence forced to select Boston,
New York, Philadelphia, and Chicago, then their individual city characteristics were
irrelevant, and, for example, Philadelphia’s low county support for Wilson would
no longer dampen estimates of the importance the RBOC may have placed on
Democratic voting for selection among cities when it had multiple cities from which
to choose; conversely previous estimates may have overemphasized the importance
of bank votes due to the selection of the top vote receivers Chicago, New York, and
Philadelphia which may have only occurred because the RBOC had no alternative
to selecting these particular cities.

Logit estimates from the Federal Reserve district-specific model are presented
in the final column of Table 6.2, and associated selection probabilities appear in
the second set of columns in Table 6.5. All variables now have the predicted sign
and are statistically significant at better than 5%. Having more Democratic senators
from its state, more Democratic House members from its state, representation
on the Senator or House banking committees, greater support for the incumbent
Democratic president in the most recent election, and receiving more first place
votes from the banks, all made it significantly more likely the RBOC would select
that city.

In addition to the pre-determined selections of Boston, New York, Philadelphia,
and Chicago, the cities of St. Louis, Kansas City, and San Francisco are all predicted
to be selected with nearly 100% certainty. The selection of Richmond over, in
particular, Baltimore is completely predictable in this model. The lowest prediction
among the top 12 belongs to Minneapolis, but this is still a 2/3rds greater likelihood
of selection over St. Paul. There is exactly one city predicted to be selected in each
district, and only four additional cities are estimated to have had even greater than a
1% likelihood of selection: St. Paul, Cleveland, Fort Worth, and Savannah, but none
more than a 25% chance. The only error appears to be Cincinnati, which is estimated
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to have a 75% chance of selection, whereas Cleveland was only given a roughly 25%
chance. Pittsburgh, despite outpolling both cities, is estimated to have had a basically
0% chance of selection. Unlike the two Ohio cities of Cincinnati and Cleveland it
was directly competing against for headquartering the 4th district (in addition to
Columbus and Wheeling), Pittsburgh had no Democratic senators representing its
state, seven fewer Democratic House Representatives from its state, and the lowest
county support for Wilson (25% vote share) of all the applicant cities.12

The initial suggestion that the RBOC’s selections were political has been
supported. We have correctly predicted 11 of the 12 selected cities using only
political variables. The only incorrectly predicted city selection in our preferred
specification was Cincinnati over Cleveland. Although Cleveland is usually the
example held up as the most clearly politically motivated choice (Miller and Genc
2002), our model suggests that the selection of Cincinnati, often suggested by critics
to have been the appropriate choice, would have been more directly politically
motivated. The two cities had the same state characteristics and are located in
counties which had similar support levels for Wilson in the 1912 election, but
banking interests preferred Cincinnati over Cleveland. The selection of Cleveland
over Pittsburgh may be due to political favoritism, but its selection over Cincinnati
cannot be similarly explained and may thus be the one case where the RBOC
actually did not succumb to political influence, at least not from the national banks.

6.4 Conclusion

The selection of the 12 Federal Reserve headquarter cities became controversial
as soon as they were announced. Although several studies have claimed politics
influenced the decisions, empirical support has been either absent (McAvoy 2006) or
indirect (Binder and Spindel 2013). We show that previous regression specifications
relying on state level political variables are misspecified, and that supplementing
a basic state political model with additional local level political variables, notably
Democratic party vote share in the previous year’s presidential election and national
bank recorded city preference votes, results in being able to correctly predict 11 of
the 12 selected cities without the need to add any “economic” variables at all. The
only incorrectly predicted city selection was Cincinnati over Cleveland for the 4th
district. That the original selection of the other cities can be entirely predicted on
the sole basis of political variables is troubling for the founding of the Fed.

12With of course the exception of Washington, DC which does not cast any ballots in presidential
elections.
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